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Abstract✜ The gamification of stroke rehabilitation may 

✢✣✤✥✦✧★✦ ✩✧✪✢✦✣✪✫★ motivation and engagement towards their

rehabilitation activity and hence contributes to faster recovery.

Apart from the interactive experience that games offer, it also 

may be used as a persuasive tool. In this view, games may be 

used to persuade stroke patients in shaping a good behavior 

towards their rehabilitation activity. This paper reports our 

proposed conceptual design model of building persuasive game 

for stroke patients that follows the Persuasive System Design 

Model. We incorporate the persuasive software features that 

includes reduction, tailoring, self-monitoring, and rewards. The 

proposed game architecture is also discussed in this paper. 

Keywords✬ Stroke Rehabilitation Game, Kinect Game, 

Conceptual Model, Game architecture 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Game based stroke rehabilitation has gained a lot of 
attention lately [1-3]. This is because the gamification of 
stroke rehabilitation may in✭✮✯✰✱✯ ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✶✱ ✯✵✷✰✷✯✸✯✵✳✱ ✰✵✹
affect their result positively [1]. In addition, the  wide
availability of low cost game technology employing motion 
sensors such as Kinect camera (or commonly known as 
exergame) and their adequate accuracy contribute to the 
development and proliferation of such study [3]. 

Apart from entertaining the players, game also can be used 
as persuasive technology through its rich interaction that 
includes multimedia elements (eg: video, audio, graphics) and 
interactive experiences offered in the gameplay [4]. With the 
provision of fun experience, game can also can persuade 
stroke patients in shaping a good behavior and attitude 
towards their rehabilitation therapy. This is necessary because 
many stroke patients were reported as not motivated to 
continue with their rehabilitation at home and being highly 
dependent on rehabilitation services from therapists and 
hospitals [2]. Through the gamification of rehabilitation 
activity, patients may become more motivated and engaged in 
their rehabilitation therapy and may recover faster 
consequently. This may bring future benefits because the 
global burden of stroke is increasing due to the aging 
populations and the worrying trend of stroke that start 
attacking young adults [5].  

To the best of our knowledge, there is limited literature 
about designing persuasive game for stroke patients. 
Therefore, we develop the conceptual persuasive game design 
for stroke rehabilitation following the Persuasive System 
Design (PSD) Model from our previous work [6]. This paper 

describes the persuasive features implementation, the game 
architecture and its modules. 

II. RELATED WORK

 There have been many studies about incorporating game 
technology in stroke rehabilitation. The principle of this study 
are to provide patients with interactive user interface and to 
implement different task scenarios. Such studies can be 
divided under customized development category and 
adoptions of commercial games category [2]. 

Motion Rehab AVE 3D  is an example of customized 
game that requires patients to follow an avatar performing ball 
juggling with their hands and legs by the beach [7]. An 
assessment of a cooking game, Kinelabs, concluded that the 
game may contribute to the improvement chronic stroke 
patients [8]. The development of a sword fighting game which 
requires patients to wear VR headset and robotic exoskeleton 
arm is able to accurately map ✳✺✯ ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✶✱ limb in 3 
dimensional spaces and may support arm rehabilitation [9]. 

Some adoptions of commercial exergame for stroke 
rehabilitation can be found such as, Kinect Sports package 
[10], Kinect Adventure [11] and Nintendo Wii [12]. These 
studies showed that these commercial games adoptions were 
✱✺✻✼✯✹ ✱✴✷✵✴✽✴✭✰✵✳ ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✱ ✴✸✲✮✻✾✯✸✯✵✳✶✱ ✰✵✹ appeared to be 
safe and feasible for rehabilitation. However, not many
commercial games adoption are suitable for rehabilitation 
purposes due to the interaction that requires full range of 
motion and fast movements of a normal and healthy player 
and therefore may be too difficult for stroke patients [2, 13]. 
Some games also are reported as costly and difficult for 
therapists to setup [13]. 

Many of game based stroke rehabilitation need further 
strategic and longitudinal study and also with more variety of 
games to gain more understandings. Aminov et al. [14] has 
reviewed the randomized controlled trials and concluded that 
game applications can give significant improvement on 
✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✶✱ ✻✿✳✭✻✸✯✱ ✰✵✹ ✯✵✭✻✿✮✰✷✯✹ ✸✻✮✯ games 
implementation research. Similarly, Bonnechère et. al [15]
suggested that games applications may prevent monotonous 
and boring rehabilitation and suggested that specific game for 
rehabilitation may produce better therapeutic outcome. In 
addition, Laver et al. [1] suggested that games applications 
showed more beneficial when games are used for additional 
rehabilitation activity but not to replace the conventional 
rehabilitation activity. 



However, the use of exergame for rehabilitation is seemed 
as underutilized. The ability to store vast amount of data from 
gameplay sessions such as which games have been played and 
how much the player moves can provide information for 
rehabilitation adherence study. In addition, a personalized and 
✳✰✴�✻✮✯✹ ✱✁✱✳✯✸✶✱ ✭✻✵✳✯✵✳ ✰✵✹ ✹✯�✴✾✯✮✁ for rehabilitation 
✲✿✮✲✻✱✯ ✰�✱✻ ✱✿✷✷✯✱✳✯✹ ✂✯✭✰✿✱✯ ✴✵ ✳✺✴✱ ✭✻✵✳✯✄✳☎ ✳✺✯✮✯ ✴✱ ✵✻ ✆✻✵✯
✱✴✝✯ ✽✴✳✱ ✰��✶ ✰✲✲✮✻✰✭✺ ✹✿✯ ✳✻ ✳✺✯ ✾✰✮✴✯✳✁ ✻✽ ✳✺✯ ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✱✶ ✵✯✯✹✱
and conditions [16]. To use game as a persuasive technology, 
the persuasion context analysis from Persuasive System 
Design (PSD) model should be ✴✹✯✵✳✴✽✴✯✹ ✳✻ ✲✮✯✾✯✵✳ ✆✰✹ ✺✻✭✶
✰✵✹ ✆✂�✰✭✞ ✂✻✄✶ ✱✁✱✳✯✸ ✹✯✾✯�✻✲✸✯✵✳ approach [17]. An 
example of PSD Model application can be found in iLift [18]. 
✟✺✴✱ ✠✴✵✯✭✳ ✂✰✱✯✹ ✷✰✸✯✶✱ ✱✳✿✹✁ ✲✿✮✲✻✱✯ is to train nursing 
personnel to practice a proper lifting and transfer technique in 
performing their daily ward tasks. The results showed that the 
participants exhibited a correct lifting technique as they 
progressed further in playing the game.  

III. PERSUASIVE GAME DEVELOPMENT

As an exploratory study, our focus is developing a 
persuasive game by following the PSD model [19]. The 
purpose of our game is to persuade stroke patients to comply 
to the rehabilitation exercise as advised by therapist. This can 
be done by providing game environment that offer rich 
interactions to the patients. From the second step of PSD 
model, we provide the persuasion context analysis which 
involve describing the persuasion intent, persuasion event and 
the persuasion strategy (see Table 1). 

In following the third step of the PSD Model, we select 
and discuss selected four persuasive software features which 
are reduction, tailoring, self-monitoring and reward to be 
implemented in our proposed game.  

From the fishing game scenario [6], we emulated the upper 
limb shoulder with straight arm movement that ranges from 
90 to 120 degrees (see Fig. 1). This slow and careful with high 
repetition of shoulder and straight arm movement will 
✯✄✯✮✭✴✱✯ ✳✺✯ ✱✺✻✿�✹✯✮ ✸✿✱✭�✯ ✰✵✹ ✭✰✵ ✴✸✲✮✻✾✯ ✳✺✯ ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✶✱
quality and range of motion and subsequently can prevent
shoulder dislocation and muscle stiffness [20]. To do this, the 
game should have reduction feature as to simplified the 
gameplay activity from a complex arm movement (that 
involving various parts of joints such as shoulder, elbow and 
fingers) to a task specific movement (that involving only the 
shoulder with a straight arm). This would enable the patient to 
just concentrate on performing the rehabilitation therapy. In 
addition, the game should allow the patient to play in sitting 
position instead of standing up in order to maintain balance 
and ensure safety [16]. 

Fig. 1. Gross Motor Upper Limb Movement [21] 

TABLE I. PERSUASION CONTEXT ANALYSIS [6] 

Intent Description 

Persuader ✡ The rehabilitation center and therapist are the 
persuader  

✡ The game is designed with autogenous type of 
intent whereby the patient will 
become influenced as s/he play the game 
continuously   

Intended 
Outcome/Change 

✡ The aim of this game is to form a compliance 
of rehabilitation activity as suggested by the 
therapist 

Event Description 

Use Context ✡ The objective of the game is to provide game 
environment for the patient to perform 
rehabilitation exercise 

✡ The game is made for gross motor upper limb 
rehabilitation. 

✡ The game allows goal settings by the therapist 
☛☞✌ ✍✎✏✑✒ ✎✓✒ ✔☛✎✕✒☞✎✖✍ ✔✑✏✗✕✘✒ ☛☞✌ ✙☛✚✒ ✑✒✛✏✑✌

✡ The game will be played in rehabilitation 
✛✒☞✎✒✑ ✜☞✌✒✑ ✎✓✒✑☛✔✕✍✎✖✍ ✙✜✕✌☛☞✛✒ ☛☞✌

assistance 

User context ✡ Advanced stroke patients who are able move 
the impaired arm with a limited range of 
motion 

✡ Patient that has no ability to move impaired 
arm may be assisted by using their normal arm 

✡ Therapists may adjust the targeted number of 
repetition in the game setting 

Technology 
context 

✡ The game will be developed using Unity and 
Kinect motion sensor to capture arm 
movement 

Strategy Description 

Message and 
Route 

✡ The message is to keep the patients in 
performing their rehabilitation activity by 
following the game✖✍ ✑✜✘✒ ☛☞✌ ✎✓✒ ✑✒✔✒✎✕✎✕✏☞

that is set by the therapist. 

The game should also have tailoring feature because 
depending on the severity of the stroke incident, a patient may 
have a very limited range of motion. For this reason, the target 
✲�✰✭✯✸✯✵✳ ✴✵ ✳✺✯ ✷✰✸✯ ✱✺✻✿�✹ ✂✯ ✰✹✰✲✳✰✂�✯ ✳✻ ✳✺✯ ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✶✱
current ability. As suggested in [13] [16], there are variety of
needs and conditions of rehabilitation purposes that demand 
different treatment and therefore the task and target in a game 
activity should be different form one patient to another.  In 
some cases for example, patient may need to use his other 
hand to lift up his totally paralyzed arm to exercise the 
shoulder muscles. 

Self-monitoring feature should be implemented in the 
game as the patient may want to see the progress that they have 
achieved [13]. This can be done by allowing the game to save 
✳✺✯ ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✶✱ ✷✰✸✯✲�✰✁ ✹✰✳✰ ✱✿✭✺ ✰✱ ✲✻✴✵✳✱☎ ✂✰✹✷✯✱☎ �✯✾✯�✱☎
and/or video recording of game session. This data can be used 
by the therapy to discuss current progress, achievement and 
further treatment plan with the patient [16]. In addition, the 
exergame feature that shows an avatar representing the 
✲�✰✁✯✮✶✱ ✂✻✹✁ movement can provide a direct feedback for the 
patient in performing the arm movement [22]. 

As for the highly repetitive motion that is required, the 
game should provide reward for a completed repetition that is 
targeted in a rehabilitation session. This commonly applied 
game element should be implemented as well in the proposed 
game to indicate a successful task completion [23]. An 
example of reward in game are coins or badges collection that 
can unlock further levels of gameplay. This feature would 
✯✵✺✰✵✭✯ ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✶✱ ✸✻✳✴✾✰✳✴✻✵ ✰✵✹ ✯✵✷✰✷✯✸✯✵✳ ✴✵ ✳✺✯✴✮
rehabilitation therapy while playing the game [22]. 





Fig. 5. Goal setting menu for therapist 

C. Therapist Module 

For the therapist module, we propose that the game should 
✳✮✰✭✞ ✰✵✹ ✮✯✭✻✮✹ ✳✺✯ ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✶✱ ✰✮✸ ✸✻✾✯✸✯✵✳� ✟✺✯ ✷✰✸✯
would translate the recordings into a graph so that the
therapist can assess the ✲✰✳✴✯✵✳✶✱ ✁✿✰�✴✳✁ ✻✽ ✳✺✯ ✸✻✾✯✸✯✵✳. 
From the sketch of the graph (see Fig. 6), an assessment can 
be done by looking at the line representation. For example, a 
good control of arm movement should be reflected by a 
smooth curve and a good range of motion should be reflected 
by a long curve. This graph can also be shared to the patient 
as to provide a feedback from his comparisons or 
achievements between rehabilitation session. 

Fig. 6. An example of graph for quality of movement assessment 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a conceptual game design model that 
follows Persuasive Design Model and incorporated the 
persuasive features into the game. To the best of our 
knowledge, this work may contribute as the first conceptual 
persuasive game design model for stroke rehabilitation. With 
this method, a descriptive model of proposed system level can 
be studied and analyzed. Our next step is to develop a 
prototype from the proposed game design model and conduct 
a demonstration with therapists to get feedback before testing 
it with stroke patients. 
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